
RECIPE RECIPE FROM AMANDA LATVALA
SERVES 4-6 AS A SIDE DISH

This works with eggplant as well, though you will 
probably need more olive oil- eggplant generally likes 

more oil than zucchini.

• 1 tablespoon extra virgin olive oil
• 2 medium zucchinis, sliced in ¼ inch disks
• 1 teaspoon Italian seasoning, divided
• Salt and pepper to taste
• ¼ cup (or more if you like) shredded or grated parmesan  
   cheese

Place a large sauté pan on medium high heat. Add the olive oil to the pan 
and swirl to coat. Wait a few minutes until oil is hot. Lay zucchini into oil 
in an even layer. You may have to do 2 batches if not all the zucchini will fit. 

Flip zucchini right away so each side of the zucchini has a bit of oil on them. 
Sprinkle half the Italian seasoning, salt, and pepper over zucchinis as they 
are frying. Place lid on pan. Allow zucchinis to cook on one side for 4-6 
minutes or until you start to see some browning. Check zucchini every 
couple of minutes to see if browning is happening. 

Once zucchinis are slightly brown flip them over to cook other side. Sprinkle 
rest of Italian seasoning over zucchini. Fry other side for a just a couple 
minutes, we are trying to avoid zucchini becoming mushy. In the last minute 
of cooking sprinkle parmesan cheese over zucchini and place lid back on for 
15-30 seconds or until cheese has melted. Serve warm and enjoy!
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